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About This Game

Times are changing, and the existence of the Grimoas has become less relevant in everyday life. The young Eil is in the middle
of his Coming-of-Age ceremony when suddenly his town is attacked by a demon and engulfed in flames. In the midst of this

confusion, Eil enters into a pact with the Air Grimoa, Nogard, in order to save everyone.
Eil and Nogard set off to look for the demon who cast the town into a sea of flames, and to find other Grimoas in order to put a

stop to its violence!

The game features classic turn-based battles, with a Synchro Gauge system which lets you unleash powerful skills when
synchronized with the Grimoas. A wide range of achievements, including quests to complete and items to collect, await you

during this epic adventure!

This app features partial controller support with the Xbox 360 Controller on Windows.
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I rate the game Vector Strain 3.5\/5. This game is pretty good, if you can get it for cheap like I did.

This is another late 1980's style vertical scrolling action-arcade style of game. Some call these kind of games "schmupps" or
something like that. Lots of enemies fly at you from the top of the screen and into the firepower of your ship which is usually
located near the bottom of the screen pointing ever upwards. This game is pretty good but extremely difficult, making making it
almost as frustrating as it is fun.

+Good graphics. The graphics in this game are fairly dark though and look oddly greasy and shiny making for a fairly
interesting and unique style. It is rainy in a couple of the stages but another stage is a desert and it still looks oddly greasy but
this game still looks pretty good.

+The controls are tight and responsive.

+The enemies and stages are fairly inventive.

+There are 3 ships to choose from and 2 more which might be able to be unlocked in time (but one of those unlockable ships
requires you to be really, really great at this very difficult game as you would have to complete the game without using a single
'continue').

+\/- The music tends more towards the alternative or heavy metal style rather than the frenetic techno musical style which most
of these kind of games have. The music is somewhat catchy but the overall quality of both the sound and music is somewhat
muddy.

+\/-The game's menu can take some getting used to and is best navigated by mouse though the gameplay itself should be played
with a keyboard (I don't use a videogame controller so I don't know how well that works).

-This is a short game. There are only 5 stages.

-This is an extremely difficult and unforgiving game which could cause some major frustration, particularly if you try to
complete the nearly impossible and attempt to unlock all of this game's playable ships. The speed of the enemy projectiles is
extremely fast and they are numerous. The bosses are almost impossible to defeat without being destroyed multiple times. If you
are looking for a simple little action game which will provide a severe challenge, this game should do it for you, at least for a
while.

-The title of this game sounds like it might have something or other to do with viruses or disease but I can assure you that this
game has absolutely NOTHING to do with vectors (other than the angles at which enemies approach and fire at you) and strains
(other than the strain of trying to play it without getting your little ship blown to smithereens). This game appears to provide you
with no backstory whatsoever.. Classic , thx for the game !. Very good and entertaining game.. It's a Zelda clone, except: the
spelling errors are embarassingly bad and frequent, your character quacks when you take damage, design is questionable. Story
is so critical to single-player adventure games, and yet it feels like the devs just gave up on the dialogue. You get a plethora of
consumable items, but most of them don't have any semblance of a satisfactory description. One of them is a phoenix feather,
which you'd imagine resurrects yourself if you take fatal damage and are obviously hard to come by. Then why the hell are you
able to equip use and waste them? Worst of all, there's a lot of hidden secrets and caves you blow up with bombs like in Zelda,
which sounds pretty neat. Thing is, most of the time though you need keys to actually get the loot which is usually just more
garbage consumables, and damn do you need a lot of keys. You can blow open an unmarked cave to find an empty room with a
locked door, and if you're all out of keys there's nothing you can do. Pretty much "Rack N Ruin"s the satisfaction of
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exploration.

IMO, with some respectable polish to the writing if nothing else this game would be stellar. Right now, meh.. Honestly very
disappointed in this game. I've been playing games like boxvr (Forgive me if i messed up that name), and was excited to play
something that was closer to real boxing, but the mechanics are so clunky and awkward it constantly broke the game (it literally
crashed once, as soon as i started playing it). It's terribly difficult to do the training before the fights because it constantly
changes where i load in (i once loaded inside the punching bag), so i spend most of my time limit looking for whatever i'm
supposed to be hitting, rather than everything loading right in front of me; I also have loaded off to the side of the treadmill
significantly more than i've loaded on it. On top of this, the mechanics poorly affect the fights as well; my hands consistently
floated away from me (no, it's not because of poor base station placement, i've played many other games without this issue),
making it impossible to block at times, which of course leads to a lot of frustrating fights. Still a great looking game and pretty
decent, but definitely not worth $30. But if it goes on sale i'd definitely say give it a whirl. The cinematic part of this game is
pretty neat, as it doesn't just feel like i'm flailing around with my controllers. That aspect is very cool and something i haven't
really seen implemented much yet. I will occasionally return to the game to see if it feels any better, but it hasn't made that great
of a first impression.. The game is dead, F.. Neat story and well-done visuals. Would definitely recommend playing with the
official patch!
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not installed
. I'm sure it has an amazing story as you progress through the game but seing as I can't put the millions of hours required to beat
the first level simply because I don't have enough patience, I wouldn't know. It's in early access now, so I don't want to judge it
too harshly, but it generally feels shallow and unresponsive and it seems unlikely that it will ever grow up and become a real
game.. Playing with strangers usually ends up with people being♥♥♥♥♥♥♥for no reason, but a fun game to play with friends.
This game looks promising!

Like the other reviews, I'm impressed by what's been acomplished here by a two man team. It's a fun little arena style game, but
in it's current form is probably no more than a quick distraction than something I could play for hours. However, that doesn't
mean that I couldn't play this for hours once it's had some of the rough edges rounded out!. This game has many pros and cons
as it is still in development... but seeing as that is the case it is reasonable to say this game is pretty good. Few bugs here and
there which is usually solved by a quick save, quit and load. For those who struggle in the game they may have expanded too fast
or not considered the farms and medicinal huts.

Pros:
Simple quick game
Can guide survivors with tool (Aura)
Buildings are upgradable
Pretty realistic where tools break clothes wear out etc.

Cons:
Somewhat buggy (usually fixed by save quit then load)
Pinball survivors (bounce around interacting with the things they come into contact with)
Help button is a bit small i didn't notice until i got most of the games concepts

Keeping in mind it is still in development i believe this game has a bright future

Weekly Maintenance for February 12th has concluded:
Players may now log back in.. Update: Alpha 0.1.6.0:

All changes in Roguelike mode.
 Cancel the jump from the wall (The sit down key)

 After a push from the wall, you can strike or throw shuriken

 9 new achievements

 Add new enemy, samurai in armor

 Cutscenes are added.

 In 2 act in the added keys, doors, prisoners, mines, partitions.

 Added a mini map.

Bugs fixed

 Weapon mapping at the beginning of the level

 Fixed bug with the lighting of the sky in the 2nd act

. About window mode support.:
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Please refer to this guide for changing from full screen to window mode.

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1387733919. Istrolid Update 0.49.1:

Artillery has long been a source of fairly swingy behaviors in the game. This is in large part because of its small, but technically
AoE hit location. Rather than trying to minimize that, these changes seek to accept the area of effect, making artillery shots
more rare and dramatic, therefore more dodgeable, but still very potentially powerful. PD and missiles are both rebalanced to
reduce the impact on artillery from this change.

Additionally, shields and range are being changed to allow more long range spam as an option while also making it more
counterable, increasing maximum range, reducing DPS at that range, and improving regeneration options.

Finally, components that are traditionally used on more expandable craft have had their price increased, as well as their health,
in order to reduce the power of the most expendable versions, and increase the power of potentially re-usable options.

These three things form the core of this set of balance changes.

Balance Changes. Dev Journal: The return of PBEM multiplayer:
We are bringing back the PBEM system, a classic turn-based game mode that offers you an option to experience AoW
multiplayer in short brackets of time, in your free moments during the day.

For more info, check out the Dev Journal[ageofwonders.com] on our site.. [Notice] Enhanced Double Down Event!:
Dear SOF Community,
We are happy to hold Enhanced Double Down even this weekend.
DD event will be enhanced as below :

100% > 150% !

We will keep monitoring SOF community and do our best to deliver
the best gaming experience to SOF members !

────────────────────────────────────────────────
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▣ Details. Star Conflict 1.6.1b:

Pilots! In early March, we traditionally celebrate Interstellar Women's Day. On this festive day, we wish all the girl pilots a
happy spring holiday! May it bring you a little spring warmth, sun and love in the cold and harsh space expanse!

In this patch:

 Festive achievements and stickers

 New bundle

 Sector Conquest. Special conditions

 Interface changes

 Banned equipment in Leagues

 Bug fixes

Check out information on our  Forums! [forum.star-conflict.com]. Patch Notes 0.70.0:
Hi there!
BIG BIG thanks for all the great feedback we have received since the last time we patched. A lot of it was added into this patch
and helped improve the game immensely!
Here is a full list of what changed in this super-duper-content-patch!

XOXOOXOX

Fixed sound issues with escape pods.

A whole lot of optimization.
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Added new tool in my room “hair dryer” use this tool on your kittens to change their fur!

Added new tool in my room “hair color” use this tool on your kittens to change their color!

2 New kittens have been added, the persian and the singapura!

1 New world with 7 levels added! The cat planet!

Made some changes to world 2 to introduce CAT in level and world

Kittens that are happy and meet can now fall in love! <3

Fixed the FPS drop when destroying a UFO.

Entries in adoption menu and shop that isn't unlocked now show a lock on top of the icon.

Fixed issue where old levels could give you tools you haven't unlocked yet!

Added secret cheat “IDKFA” cheat don’t tell anyone. <3

Improved performance for fire and smoke.

Fixed issue with the detail level slider not correctly working on all fur.

Added brushes, using these to brush kittens will fill their love much quicker!

Added glue gun, aim at broken things and shoot to instantly fix them. Can only be used a couple of times per level.

Added cleaning spray aim at dirt and spray to remove them. Can only be used a couple of times per level.

Added 7 new hats!

Fixed issue with the last upgrade of the food.

Fixed issue with the fire extinguisher spraying a bit weird.

Fixed a ton of bugs.

Known Issues:
Not all of the text is currently translated to all of the languages!
We will sort this out real soon.. Server update 1.6.4.3:
Server updated with latest R3E data format.
Thanks for testing Seb!. LIMITED ITEMS to Decorate Profile!:

 Customize your account!

 Reflect your own STYLE!

 EXPAND your inventory with UNIQUE items!

Special prices for this week.
Hurry up!
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*************************************************BUY NOW!
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